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NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 

e COM 5.1 UPGRADE 
We have a new release of COM, a communications program for the 
ffiM-PC and compatibles. With COM you can communicate with the 
ACSS mainframe computers and easily send and retrieve files from the 
mainframes. The new version corrects a minor problem transferring 
files to the CYBER COM Version 5.1 eliminates the problem that 
caused the CYBER error message ''Nos did not respond in 
time" when you sent a file to the CYBER. You can buy COM 5.1 
from the Electronics Desk in the Book Center in Williamson Hall for 
$50. 

Whenever you buy Microcomputer Systems Group software, such as 
COM, you are entitled to free upgrades for one year from the date of 
purchase. So if you bought COM less than a year ago, stop by the 
Microcomputer HelpLine for your upgrade. To get this free upgrade you 
must bring your original COM disk as proof of purchase. 

e PC DOS 3.2 UPDATE 
The Microcomputer HelpLine has eight patches for PC DOS Version 
3.2. You don't need a patch utility to use these new DOS modules. You 
just replace the existing DOS modules with the patch modules. The 
following four patches fix problems with the new, enhanced IBM 
keyboard: BASIC, BASICA, KEYBUS, and KBSEL. The 
DISKCOPY patch enables users to copy a 5.25" diskette to a 3.5" 
diskette. The COMMAND patch corrects an overlay problem. The XCOPY 

patch corrects some shared or locked flle problems; and the I 1 7 patch 
corrects the "out of paper" problem some people get when they use the 
MODE command with the serial port. If you bring a formatted disk and 
your original PC DOS Version 32 disk to the HelpLine, you can make 
a free copy of these patches. 

e MacPROJECT 1.1 UPGRADE 
The Microcomputer HelpLine has an upgrade for Apple's MacProject 
software. You can get a free copy of this Version 1.1 upgrade if you 
bring your original MacProject disk to the HelpLine. Some 
enhancements in MacProject 1.1 include: Guided Tour for Mac Plus; 
calendar range now defaults to years 1986-87; pictures bigger than 32K 
may be copied onto the Clipboard; dates around the task box print 
properly on the LaserWriter. 
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REVIEW: PC SCAN 

CJ 

Overview 

I waited, breathless with anticipation, as we 
set up PC Scan, the document scanner from 
DesL No more typing in program listings 

a 
from magazines, I thought No 
more awkward file editing when I 
ttansferred a document to the IBM; I 
could finally get all the technical 
articles I wanted to save on my hard 

disk! I would have a quick and effortless 
way to get Macintosh files into the IBM! 
Great! Well, it was a good idea anyway. 

PC Scan is an optical scanner; it reads characters from a piece of 
paper and stores those characters on IBM disks. PC Scan comes 
in a four inch high box with the same footprint as your IBM 
monitor, so you can sandwich it between your IBM system unit 
and monitor. Previously, similar machines cost as much as 
$50,000. Now you can buy optical scanners for under $5000. 
(PC Scan is not the only low cost scanner available.) 

To use PC Scan you need an IBM or compatible personal 
computer with at least two disk drives, DOS 2.0 or higher, and a 
free half or full size expansion slot 

PC Scan knows only certain characters (typestyles). Those 
characters come packaged in software and are downloaded to PC 
Scan's memory during the machine's initialization process. If the 
document you want to convert is in a supported typestyle, PC 
Scan can read the characters from a piece of paper directly into 
some word processing programs (such as WordPerfect). You can 
then edit and save the converted document as you would any 
other document 

How Does It Work? 
You feed the paper you want to read into a slot (input tray) in the 
front of the PC Scan box. Each sheet of paper must be hand fed. 
The paper travels through the scanner and is returned to you. PC 
Scan reads your document one line at a time and compares each 
character to characters already stored in its memory. If a match is 
found, the scanner sends the character to your microcomputer for 
processing. PC Scan reads approximately two to four pages per 
minute. 

Typestyle Limitations 
Unfortunately, PC Scan can read only a limited number of 
typestyles. Those typestyles are ones which are frequently used 
by typewriters and by some popular microcomputer printers. The 
version we tested knows the following typestyles and printers: 

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS 
10 pitch 12 pitch Proportional 

Courier 10 
Prestige Pica 
Pica 
OCR-B 

Prestige Elite 
Letter Gothic 
Courier 12 
Elite 

Cubic 
Bold 
Madeleine 
Title 

• Epson 
•IBM 
•Okldata 
·Star 

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 
Draft Mode 

FX 85 anciLQ 1500 
Pro Printer and Graphics Printer 
Microline 92 ancl192 
SC10 

• Hewlett-Packard Think.Jet 

, 

If the paper document was created with a supported typestyle, PC 
Scan works very well. If the document was printed in some other 
typestyle or size, we found that PC Scan failed to read it. 

We fed PC Scan many pieces of paper. Occasionally, PC Scan 
failed to correctly interpret characters even when the typestyle 
was correct PC Scan can misread a character when there are 
exttaneous marlcs on the paper (e.g., a pencil mark, a dot of ink, 
or imperfections in the paper). In one document we scanned there 
was a dot of ink (left by a copy machine) under a "c." PC Scan 
interpreted this "c" as a "g." We found another common 
misinterpretation was to misread the lower case letter "I" as the 
number "1" (one). PC Scan does not recognize all characters, for 
example "<> " and "{) . " 

PC Scan has trouble reading documents with low contrast, for 
example, documents printed with a worn out ribbon. A solution 
for this problem is to photocopy the original and scan the copy. 
(Photocopy machines will often produce a copy that is darker 
than the original.) 

When PC Scan cannot interpret a character, it replaces that 
character with the # character. These # characters are easy to 
correct You can use the search command in your word 
processing program to fmd the #sand replace them with the 
proper characters. To insure accuracy, you should run PC Scan's 
final results through a spelling checker program. 

Since Courier is one of the typestyles supported by PC Scan, we 
tried to scan a document printed on Apple's lmagewriter in the 
Courier font (We expected this test to fail since the Courier font 
does not look good when printed on an lmagewriter.) PC Scan 
did not recognize Courier when printed on the Imagewriter. PC 
Scan had no problem reading the same document when it was 
printed on the Apple LaserWriter. Unfortunately, PC Scan does 
not recognize any lmagewriter produced fonts. 

TextPac Software 
TextPac Version 2.0, the software supplied with PC Scan, is a 
memory resident program that drives the scanner. (Once memory 
resident software is loaded, it stays in RAM until you tum off 
your computer.) This program allows PC Scan to read your 
document directly into your word processing program. Currently 
TextPac supports the following six word processing programs: 

• WordPerfect (Version 4.1) 
• WordStar (Version 3.31) 
• WordStar 2000 (Version 1.01) 
• MultiMate (Versions 3.3 and 3.5) 



• Microsoft Word (Version 2.0) 
• Universal WP (generic word processing) 

Using TextPac is easy. You start up your word processing 
program, insert the document you want to read into PC Scan's 
input tray, and press the <ALT> key along with the <S> key. 
The rest is up to PC Scan. TextPac passes the text of the 
document to your word processing program. 

TextPac attempts to keep the same formatting as the original 
document We found that lines that were centered stay centered, 
bold words remain bold, and tabs (both regular and decimal tabs) 
are inserted in the appropriate places. Underlined characters can be 
a problem. If the underline wrote over the descenders of the lower 
case characters (e.g., "p" and "y") TextPac did not always 
interpret the underlined character properly. We scanned a number 
of documents into both WordPerfect and WordStar formats and 
found the results more than acceptable. 

Installation 
The hardware installation is straightforward. To install the 
hardware, you insert the PC Scan controller card in your IBM and 
attach a cable from this controller card to the scanner. 

The software installation is also easy. You just type TEXTPAC 
and answer questions from a menu. TextPac's installation 
program automatically updates your CONFIG.SYS and 
AUTOEXEC.BAT files. Thereafter, every time you boot (start 
up) your IBM, the TextPac software loads automatically. There 
are provisions in the installation software for either floppy disk 
or hard disk installation. 

Drawbacks 
The major drawback with PC Scan is the limited number of 
typestyles and sizes it can recognize. 

You probably will not be able to read information directly from 
books or magazines. Since you hand feed cut sheets of paper into 
PC Scan, you must tear the pages out or photocopy them. More 
troublesome, most books and magazines are printed in 
unsupported proportional typestyles. We could not fmd any fixed
width spaced (10 or 12 pitch) material in any books or magazines 
that meet PC Scan's typestyle criteria The PC Scan set-up we 
tested does not support graphics digitizing. You cannot scan 
pictures and save the pictures in files for later use. 

Conclusion 
PC Scan and the TextPac software are an amazing combination 
to see in action. PC Scan works best with documents created on 
a typewriter with one of the PC Scan supported typestyles. If the 
documents you need to scan are in a supported, non-proportional 
typestyle, and you need to get text from paper, you should 
consider buying this product 

To use PC Scan on your IBM personal computer will cost you 
approximately $2900. You will need PC Scan ($1,995), TextPac 
software ($595), and the IBM SCSI (Small Computer Systems 
Inferface) card and cable ($259). 

PC Scan is not available in the Microcomputer HelpLine. In the 
Twin Cities you can order it from Office Products of Minnesota, 
7704 Bush Lake Road, Minneapolis, MN 55435, (612) 835-
6776. If you are outside the Twin Cities you can contact Dest 
Corporation at 1201 Cadillac Court. Milpitas, CA 95035-9974. 

REVIEW: SPELLING CHECKERS 

In this review we're looking at three spelling checkers 
for the Apple Macintosh: MacLightning Version 
2.0, Liberty Spell II Version 1.0, and Spellswell 
Version 1.7. (For our review of the Hayden Speller, 

MacSpell+, and MacSpell Right spelling checkers for the 
Macintosh, see our December 1985 Microcomputer Newsletter.) 

Overview 
A spelling checker is a program that you use in conjunction with 
other software to ensure that all of the words in your document 
are spelled correctly. The spelling checker looks at each word in 
your document and matches each word against words ~ i~ 
dictionary. If the spelling checker cannot fmd the word m Its 
dictionary, it will flag the word in your document and let you 
review the suspect word. The word may be spelled wrong, or 
spelled correctly, but not be in the dictionary. Words it finds in 
its dictionary are passed over, but be forwarnedl Just because the 
spelling checker finds the word in its dictionary, don't count on it 
being the word you want Wendy spell check there dock you 
meant sum peephole ghetto falls census see curry tea. (11llien tfuy 
spe(£ ~tlieir tf.ocument some pecpfe get a false sense of security.) 
Spelling checkers do not replace proofreading. 

Spelling checkers typically let you handle suspect words in 
several ways: skip over the word, add the word to the dictionary, 
or correct the spelling. To correct the spelling you would usually 
use the spelling checker's automated capabilities, but you could 
also manually correct the spelling. All of the programs in this 
review have a main dictionary. You can choose to look up a 
word's spelling in this main dictionary or ask the spelling 
checker to suggest an alternate spelling for your suspect word. 

We expect all spelling checkers to perform these basic functions; 
however, they differ in how they interact with you and in the 
features they offer. 

Some spelling checkers work interactively with you as you t~ 
your document Working interactively with a spelling checker IS 
a bit like carrying on a dialogue with it: as soon as you type a 
suspect word the spelling checker reacts; it gives you a warning. 
The warning is usually a beep. You can turn off the beep (the 
interactive mode) at any time. If the interactive mode is turned 
off, you can still select any portion of the document and check 
its spelling. 

Our Review 
You must install MacLightning and Liberty Spell II as'* desk 
accessories. You can use MacLightning and Liberty Spell II in 



interactive mode as you create text in Mac Write or Microsoft 
Word, or as you insert text in Excel, MacPaint, Omnis, and 
many other Macintosh programs. Every time you type a suspect 
word, MacLightning and Liberty Spell II beep at you. As you 
create your document, MacLightning and Liberty Spell ll let you 
access their dictionaries whenever you want so you can look up 
spellings of words. 

Spellswell is not interactive; it works as a stand-alone 
application to check the spelling of any text only files or of 
Mac Write and Microsoft Word documents. In other words, 
Spellswell checks a document only after you've typed the text 

Spellswell and MacLightning recognize upper and lower case 
letters, hyphenated words, and abbreviations (such as e.g. or 
Ave.). Spellswell also checks for homonyms (such as there, 
their), for phrases up to 31 characters (such as quid pro quo), and 
for missing spaces after commas and periods. Liberty Spell II 
does none of these things. 

Spellswell and MacLightning will give you a word count; they 
tell you the total number of words in your document This is 
useful if the length of your report is limited, say to 2000 words. 

To use Spellswell you need at least a 128K Macintosh with an 
external diskette drive. Spellswell uses lOOK of disk space. To 
use MacLightning and Liberty Spell n you need at least a 512K 
Macintosh and one external diskette drive or a hard disk drive. 
The MacLightning program and dictionary take up 349K of disk 
space. Liberty Spell ll takes up 120K of disk space. 

MacLightning 
MacLightning (Lightning) includes over 80,000 words from the 
Merriam Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary. Lightning 
works very quickly because it works in RAM (random access 
memory). H there is room, Lightning keeps its entire dictionary 
in RAM. H there isn't room for the entire dictionary, Lightning 
keeps the 5000 most frequently used English words in RAM. In 
addition to these 5000 words, Lightning adds any word you use 
at least five times in one docwnent to its RAM cache. 

Before you can use Lightning, you must install it with Apple's 
Font/DA Mover as an ti desk accessory. Once it is installed, 
MacLighlning appears under the ti pull-down menu. 

Whenever an application, such as MacWrite, is running you can 
select Maclighlning from the ti menu. Once you select 
MacLightning, a ./ pull-down menu (pictured on the 

dictionary so you can automatically replace a misspelled word 
with a correctly spelled word, you use two keys: the 
<Command> and the <1>. When you use command key 
sequences, rather than look up the word yourself, Lightning runs 
more quickly. When you use these command key sequences, 
Lightning's dictionary window shows you words close to your 
current spelling. You click on the word with the correct spelling 
and press two keys: <Command> and <2>. Lightning then 
automatically replaces the suspect word with the word you 
selected from its dictionary. 

Although we were wary about being interrrupted by constant 
beeping, we did not find the beeping irritating. You can ignore 
the beeps and continue typing or tum off the interactive mode 
(and the beeps} at any time. We believe the warning beeps can be 
useful. For example, if you cannot remember if a word ends in 
ence or ance, Lightning beeps if you type the wrong ending. 

I Building a Bigger Dictionary 
It is easy to teach Lightning new words. H you type a correct 
word, but Lightning doesn't recognize the word, you can add that 
word to Lightning's dictionary instead of just skipping over it 

H your word is incorrect but the correct spelling is not in 
Lightning's dictionary, what you want to do is add the correct 
spelling to the dictionary and correct your word in the document 
Lightning is the only program we have reviewed that will let 
you add a new word to the dictionary and immediately use it to 
correct an error in your document with only two commands. To 
do this you type the correct spelling, add the word to the 
dictionary, then press the <Command> and <2> keys to replace 
the misspelled word in your document 

I Using Automatic Correction 
You can use Check Selection from Lightning's ./ menu to check 
the spelling of all or a portion of your document To correct a 
misspelled word, you double click on any word from the suspect 
words 1isL In addition to giving you a list of suspect words to 
review, Lightning gives you a word count of whatever portion of 
the document you've selected. 

The picture on the next page shows what happened 
when we double clicked on the word obsolesence. 
Lightning displayed its Dictionary window and 

highlighted (guessed) the word obsolescent. We clicked on the 
correct spelling, obsolescence. To actually replace the incorrect 
word with obsolescence, we had to click on the Dictionary 
window's picture of the paste bottle. 

right), appears in your application's menu bar. r--A-b_o_u_t -Mac light n i ng™ We found two problems with Lightning's 
handling of suspect words: it is slow to find and 
replace incorrect words, and it does not delete 
words from the suspect list as you make 
corrections. You may find it inconvenient to 
remember whether or not you've checked the 
spelling of a word from the suspect word list 

I Interactive Mode 
To begin checking a document in Lightning's 
interactive mode, you simply select Interactive 
from the ./ menu and begin typing. 
Thereafter, whenever you type a word not 
included in Lightning's dictionary, you will 
hear a beep. To manually correct errors you 
backspace and retype. To display Lightning's 

.J Interactive 
Check Selection 

.............................................................. f 

Analysis 
Misspelled 
library ................................................................ 
Quit 

I Special Features 
In addition to perfonning basic functions, 
Lightning includes some special features. 
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Lightning checks 
some grammar and 
phonemes, and its 
dictionary recognizes 
some diacritical 
marks. 

Lightning flags the 
following four types 
of grammatical/ 
typographical errors 
(in interactive mode 

obsesses 
obsessing 
obsession 
obsessiona 1 

obsolesce 
obsolesced 
obsolescence 
obsolescences 
cbzclezcent 

.,. only): no capital 
.· letter at the 
;f beginning of a "tal 

obsessive 
obsessively 
obsessiveness 
obsidian 

obsolescently 
obsolesces 
obsolescing 
obsolete 
obsoleted 

obsoletes 
obsoleting 
obstacle 
obstacles 
obstetric 
obstetrical 
obstetrically 
obstetrician 
obstetricians 
obstetrics 

obstinate 
obstinately 
obstinateness 
obstreperous 
obstreperously 
obstreperousness 
obstruct 
obstructed 
obstructing 
obstruction 

document it 
stopped for 
friendship, cane, 
carat, and many 
plurals.) If Liberty 
stops, it also 
forces you to stop 
and respond to a 
dialog box. You 
can press the 
<Backspace> 
key to resume 
typing, but we 
found this feature 
very irritating. 

sentence; a capt 
letter in the middle 
of a word (e.g. 
WHy); the same 
word typed twice in 

obsoletely 
obsoleteness 

((((((((• •)))))))) 

a row; and an apostrophe placed incorrectly in a contraction. 

You can add a word with hyphens (up-and-up), an apostrophe 
(d'oeuvres), or a period at the end (ht.) to Lightning's dictionary. 
You cannot add words with diacritical marks (maitre d'), or words 
with a capital letter embedded in the main word (Maclightning). 
Nor will Lightning accept a period imbedded within a word. This 
is unfortunate. Lightning includes P.M in its dictionary but not 
A.M., and we couldn't add AM. to the dictionary. 

Lightning includes a phoneme feature that is amusing but doesn't 
work. To use this feature, you type a word phonetically and ask 
Lightning to display a list of correctly spelled words that sound 
like the word you typed. We typed the word thru and the 
phonetics window offered these words: thrum, thud, true, thwart, 
truth, germ, dare, and ghost. 

Lightning is not copy protected. and its customer support is very 
good. The manual is clearly written, has a helpful index, and 
steps you through installation and all MacLightning's features. 
You can even call a toll-free customer support number. 

Liberty Spell IT 
Liberty Spell II (Liberty) has limited copy protection; its install 
program will perform only six installations. The install program 
adds Liberty Spell II™ to your list of '* desk accessories. As 
with MacLightning, whenever an application, such as MacWrite, 
is running, you can select liberty Spell II™ from the '* 
menu. The picture on the right shows the new § menu 
Liberty installs in your application's menu bar. 

obstinacies 
obstinacy 

obstructionism 
obstructionist 

With Liberty you 
can quickly and 
easily add new 
words to the 

dictionary. Once you have added your own words to Liberty's 
dictionary, Liberty (like most spelling checkers) will perform 
more efficiently. However, Liberty is still relatively slow to 
look up words and replace errors. Liberty uses the Find and 
Change feature of the host word processor's Search menu. You 
must press buttons and wait for the Find feature to scan your 
document Then you must erase any words from the Search 
window after the Find and Change operation is completed. If you 
don't erase each word. the Search window can become confused 
the next time you try to use it We found it faster to retype 
suspect words ourselves than to use Liberty's automatic features. 

If you select Disable Checking from Liberty's § menu to stop 
interactive checking, then you can correct any portion of a 
document (after you have typed it). When interactive spell 
checking is disabled, Liberty does not give you a list of suspect 
words or a word count Instead, when Liberty finds a suspect 
word, it beeps and displays an Error? dialog box (pictured below) 
along with its Word List window (pictured on the next page). 

r---------------""" In our example, 
Error? 11 CHARACTERISTICS 11 

the Error? dialog 

I Skip I ( Rdd ) [Cancel) ~~~:~:e 
characteristics. 

If you want to see any suspect word in context, you must click 
the Find Error button in the Word List window. Since Liberty 
uses the Find and Change feature from the host word processor to 
locate suspect words, you must use the Change All option to 
correct duplicates of suspect words. After each correction you 

Liberty's default mode of operation is 
interactive. Whenever you are typing, Liberty 

Show Word L 1st 
must restart Liberty's spell checking mode. We 
found that using Liberty to check a four page 
document was awkward and tedious. 

is checking for suspect words. Liberty works 
quickly in interactive mode; it can keep up with 
a fast typist, provided the typed words are in its 
dictionary. Unfortunately, Liberty stops and 
beeps for many correctly spelled words. (In our 

Disable Checking 
Auto-Add Mode 

Set "Find" Macro 

Close Completely 

You can display Liberty's 35,000 word 
dictionary any time to look up the spelling of a 
word. The dictionary has scroll bars so you can 
move through it quickly. Liberty's Auto-Add 
Mode option lets you automatically add a list of 

l 
I 
l 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
t 
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words to the dictionary. 
Unfortunately, when you spell 
check an entire document and use 
the Auto-Add Mode, Liberty 
automatically adds all the 
misspelled words from your 
document into the dictionary. This 
means that if you aren't careful, 
you can contaminate your 
dictionary. 

Word list We found the Spellswell Dictionary 
window easy to read and understand. In our 
example Spellswell displays a suggested 
spelling, dysfunction, in the Replace with 
box and in the dictionary window. You use 
scroll bars to move to any part of the 
dictionary. If you highlight a different word 
(such as dyspeptic) from the dictionary, it 
appears in the Replace with box. To 
replace a suspect word in your document, 
you select the correct spelling in the 
Dictionary window or type the correct 
spelling in the Replace with box. 

CHARACTERISTIC- CHARMS 

Liberty's manual is awful; it 
doesn't have a table of contents, 
index, or introductory information 
such as hardware requirements. The 
manual also gives questionable 
advice. For example, if you check a 
whole document, the manual states 
that if "you 'know' a word is 
incorrect, then click the 'Skip' 
button" and go on to the next word. 
We would prefer to fmd the 
incorrect word and correct it When 
we contacted the people at DataPak 

CHARACTERISTIC 
CHARACTERIZE 
CHARACTERIZED 
CHARACTERS 
CHARGE 
CHARGED 
CHARGES 
CHARGING 
CHARIOT 
CHARISMA 
CHARITIES 
CHARITY 
CHARLATAN 
CHARM 
CHARMED 
CHARMING 
CHARMS 

(Find Error) 

about updates, they were friendly and said they will notify 
registered owners of updates (corrections) and upgrades (new 
versions). Updates are free, and upgrades cost only the difference 
between what you paid and the price of the new version. 

Spellswell 
Spellswell is not quite as fast as Liberty Spell II in interactive 
mode because Spellswell's dictionary is not stored in RAM. 
However, Spellswell's 60,000 word dictionary is "smarter," and 
it is very easy to use. Spellswelllets you embed periods and 
capital letters (e.g., AM.) within a word and does not ignore 
diacritical marks. Although Spellswell recognizes and displays 
words with diacritical marks (such as maitre and 350 "), you 
cannot add words with these kinds of marks to the dictionary. 
Spellswell checks an entire document and displays the suspect 
words in context; it displays six lines of your document and 
highlights one suspect word at a time within those six lines. 
Spellswell reads long documents more efficiently than either 

You can add words to and delete words 
from Spellswell's dictionary. When you 
want to add a word to the dictionary, 
Spellswell displays a different window. 
That window has nineteen boxes. One box 
contains your word. The other boxes 
contain your word with eighteen suffixes. 
You select the boxes which contain forms 
of the word you want to add to the 
dictionary. You can edit the boxes any way 

you choose. For example, you may want to add some prefixes or 
totally unrelated words to the dictionary. 

Some options slow Spellswell's performance. For example, if 
you decide to Skip a suspect word, Spellswell asks if you want 
to skip all future occurrences of the word. Fortunately, 
Spellswell includes some automatic features, such as Quick 
Skip, which automatically skips all future occurrences of the 
same word. Spellswell also lets you select Quick Replace, Quick 
Delete, and Quick Add. To further speed up Spellswell, you can 
disable checking for capitalization or homonyms. 

Spellswell includes on-line help, is not copy protected, and has 
very good customer support The manual is brief and easy to 
follow. Customer Service is as straightforward as the manual and 
program; their answers to our questions were helpful and to the 
point 

MacLightning or Liberty Spell II. The pictwe below shows the Conclusion 
Spellswell Dictionary dialog window. Are you confused? The best way to know if a spelling checker 

~----------------------------------------------------------------, fttsyours~leofwriting 

e 
e'en 
e'er 

and editing a document is 

Unknown:~ld~y~s=le=H=i=a==============~l 
Rep I ace with: L..l d-=y:..s_f_u_n_ct_i_o_n ______ __.l 

Document 

to try it You can try all 
three spelling checkers at 
the Microcomputer 
HelpLine. Below are our 
conclusions for the three 

Dictionary spelling checkers we 
FUn C t i 0 n S reviewed this month . 

.___ _____ __.] ( Add <U)A ) I Spellswell 
• C1tl Of the six spelling 

J [ ) checkers we've reviewed, 

( Skip a€S 

( Replace a€R 
......__ ______ ___.. . De I e t e X D . Spellswell from Greene, 

L----------------------------------------' Johnson Inc. is the best 
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;! for checking long documents or entire Mac Write or Microsoft 

Word documents at once. Spellswell is straightforward, easy to 
use, and has a flexible (60,000 word) dictionary. Spellswell's 
dictionary accepts characters other spelling checkers won't accept, 
such as S.E. and op cit. Spellswell does limited grammar 
checking. You can purchase Spellswell for $60 from the 
Electronics Desk at the Book Center in Williamson Hall. 

I MacLightning 
If you want an interactive spelling checker, MacLightning from 
Target Software is the better program. You can easily look up 
word spellings while you create documents. Of the six spelling 
checkers we've reviewed, MacLightning has the largest dictionary 
(80,000 words). MacLightning costs $69 at the Book Center. 
Target Software also offers a 45,000 word Thesaurus, a legal 
dictionary, and a medical dictionary; each costs $39. We 
recommend these extras only if you have a hard disk drive. 

I Liberty SpeD ll 
Liberty SpeD Irs only good feature is the ease with which you 
can add new words to its main (35,000 words) dictionary. Liberty 
is not suited for checking long documents. You must buy 
Liberty SpeD II directly from DataPak in California; it costs 
$79.95 plus postage and handling. DataPak's phone number is 
(818) 905-6419. They will accept some credit cards. 

Announcements continued from page 1 -----

e PROJECT ASSIST WORKSHOPS: by R. Lippert 
Whether you are developing a vocabulary drill for Russian using 
interactive video in special education or incorporating artificial 
intelligence to teach logic in a philosophy course, PROJECT 
ASSIST can serve you by offering workshops, consulting 
services, or resource information. 

The fall calendar for University of Minnesota faculty workshops, 
brown bag lunches, and other activities has been updated. 

I Introduction to PLATO: 
every Thursday, 3-4 p.m. in 33 Fraser 

I. I Videodisks in Instruction: 
November 3, 12:15-1 p.m. in 335 Peik 

I 

t 
I Introduction to TUTOR: 

November 5, 2-4 p.m. in 335 Peik 

I Design Considerations for Computer-Based Instruction: 
November 25, 9-noon in 335 Peik 

PROJECT ASSIST has moved to their new facilities in 33 
Fraser Hall. Please call at 626-1090 to request the fall calendar, 
registration forms for the workshops, or to be included in the 
mailing list. 

e APPLE MDS 2.0 UPGRADE DEADLINE 
Version 2.0 of the Macintosh 68000 Development System 
(MDS), Apple's assembler/debugger package, is now available. 

Apple is offering this MDS upgrade for a limited time. Upgrade 
orders must be postmarked between August 15 and December 31, 
1986. The MDS 2.0 software is shipped on three single-sided 
Mac disks and works on any Mac with at least 512K RAM. The 
MDS 2.0 upgrade package includes the same three disks as the 
MDS 2.0 product along with a manual. The 64 page update 
manual explains the differences between Versions 1 and 2. You 
will still need your old manual, so don't discard it. 

The MDS Version 2.0 upgrade's improvements include: 
-full HFS support for Mac Plus/Enhanced 512K and HD 20 
-a new linker that strips out dead code, allowing users to create 

smaller applications 
-an improved editor that supports Undo and up to nine windows 
-a Path Manager, used to customize the way MDS applications 

search for files in HFS folders 
-new equate and trap files that allow full access to the 

128KROM 
-debugger support for all 128K ROM calls 
-corrections to a number of bugs found in MDS Version 1.0. 

If you don't already have MDS, you can order MDS 2.0 (PIN 
M0524/A) from the Book Center in Williamson Hall for $125. 
The boxes will have "Version 2" stickers. 

If you want to upgrade your MDS software, make a backup copy 
of your MDS disk 1, and send the original disk (as proof of 
purchase) along with $25 and the form below to (the address is 
only for orders within the USA) 

Apple Computer, Inc., MDS 2.0 Upgrade, 
467 Saratoga Avenue, Suite 621, San Jose, CA 95129 

MDS 2.0 Upgrade Package Order Form 

MDS Upgrades: at $25 each $ 
(include one MDS disk 1 for each upgrade ordered) 

Shipping & Handling No Charge 

California Residents 7% Sales Tax $ 

Total Amount Enclosed $ 
Make check or money order payable to Apple Computer, Inc. 

Ship Order To (please print clearly): 

Name 
Company 

Street Address 
City State Zip 
Phone ( ) 

Include payment with orders. Shipping & Handling included. 
Orders are shipped by U.P.S. Federal Express is optional but 
does not give processing priority. 

My Federal Express billing number is: 

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 
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MICROCOMPUTER 
SYSTEMS GROUP 

phone-in First Aid for 
microcomputer users 

since 1980 

• Call our HelpLine 
626-4276 

(dial MA MICRO) 

• Visit our HelpLine 
Room 125, Shepherd Labs 

East Bank Campus 

• We're Available 
9 a.m. -12 and 1:30-4p.m. 

Monday 
Tuesday 

Friday 

9 a.m. through 4 p.m. 
Wednesday 

Thursday 
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